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RAID Recovery course 

Lesson 1 - RAID introduction 

Practice part 

Task 1 – Determining the possible RAID level based on the photo 
In this task, we deal with a photo of a RAID controller provided by a client.  

First, we enlarge the photo and look carefully at all the labels on the controller: 

 SATA RAID 

 Silicon Image 

 SATALink Sil3114CTU 

 

Since it is a RAID controller, we can count the ports on it. In our case, there are four SATA ports – two on 

one side and two on the other.  

Now move from examination to gathering information about the device. Go to Google and search: 

 

As expected, the first in the SERP is the vendor's site http://www.siliconimage.com/support/ 

However, on the page there is no information about our RAID controller; try to search the site – type in the 

search field "Sil3114CTU" and get http://www.siliconimage.com/solutions/pc/host-controller/ 

http://www.siliconimage.com/support/
http://www.siliconimage.com/solutions/pc/host-controller/
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Still there is nothing except the information about four connection ports. Continue the search on the 

SiliconImage site, now trying to spot "RAID controller" – in the menu click "Solutions" and select "RAID 

controller" from there. Get http://www.siliconimage.com/solutions/ip/raid/ where it is said that possible 

RAID levels are 1, 0, JBOD, 10. However, notice that on the page there is no information about our 

particular model. 

Return to the SERP to check one more page just for sure. Open 

http://www.digisland.com/page2.php?title=170&cata=21 and see "supports RAID function 0 and 1". 

Conclusions 
Four disks maximum, no hotspare, non-parity based RAIDs – JBOD, RAID1, RAID0, or RAID10. 

 

Task 2 - Determining the possible RAID level based on the model name a client provided 
In this case we start with Google where type in  

 

Oddly enough, but there are no results meaning that there is an error somewhere in data, probably a client 

read something incorrectly. Try to type in separately. The first query gives information that this is a Buffalo 

device, based on the second query we understand that there is a typo since "LS-WXZ.OTL" occurs only once 

in some user review. 

Return to the Buffalo site - http://www.buffalo-technology.com/products/storage-devices/consumer-

nas/linkstationtm/ls-wxl-linkstation-duo/ - and see that in the left corner it is written " LS-WX2.OTL/R1" . 

This means that the client confused 2 with Z. In addition, we see that this is a two-disk unit. Further, 

download Product Data Sheet and see that the device "supports RAID levels, 0, 1 and Standard". 

Conclusion 
Two disks maximum, no hotspare, two possible non-parity based RAID levels – RAID1 or RAID0. 

http://www.siliconimage.com/solutions/ip/raid/
http://www.digisland.com/page2.php?title=170&cata=21
http://www.buffalo-technology.com/products/storage-devices/consumer-nas/linkstationtm/ls-wxl-linkstation-duo/
http://www.buffalo-technology.com/products/storage-devices/consumer-nas/linkstationtm/ls-wxl-linkstation-duo/

